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Introduction

Around 48 million Americans have a hearing loss which adversely impacts speech understanding. This reduced 
comprehension is particularly pertinent in academic settings, where precise discernment of speech is critical to 
success. Real time audio-based captioning is a highly valuable accommodation; however, accuracy in real world 
settings is limited due to factors such as high noise and distance to speaker. We hope to develop a multi-modal model 
for captioning that integrates both auditory and visual cues for higher captioning accuracy. Our approach is unique 
since it relies on fully end to end models, with the goal of improving end to end trained ASR performance through the 
integration of  lip motion inputs in tandem with audio.  Such a model would be particularly useful as a noise reduction 
technique, allowing a single speaker to be isolated from a crowd’s background noise. This approach is rooted in 
lip-reading, a technique commonly used by the hearing impaired to better understand speech.

1. Complete final classification layers of 
model and implement concatenation

2. Train final classification layers on larger, 
multi-speaker dataset (GRID Corpus)

3. Adapt model for real time function 
a. Provide intermediate inputs to model as 

speech is perceived, and update past 
predictions as new speech is heard

b. Use of faster hardware
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Models Data Features

Discussion

Sources

● For training data, we relied on the Lombard-Grid 
corpus, a high quality audio-visual dataset

● Due to use of two end to end networks, we had two 
data inputs:
○ ASR inputs: 1000 .wav audio files
○ ALR inputs: 1000 corresponding .mpg short, 

single subject, color  video files
● All data came from a clean dataset with no 

background noise
● Inputs were labeled with timestamp delimited 

speech transcripts (align files)
● We concatenated intermediate outputs from ASR 

and ALR to use as inputs for training of final 
classification layers

● Raw videos (.mpg) were processed to 75 
individual 100x50px mouthcrop frames
○ ALR inputs: [img_channels, frames_n, 

img_w, img_h] = [3, 75, 100, 50] for video 
files

● Raw Audio (.wav) files
○ Max amplitude = 1; 25 khz; variable 

length (~1 sec)

Results

Future Directions

Approach: We planned to concatenate 
intermediate outputs from two end to end 
models (below) to train final classification 
layers

1. Lipnet: End to End trained automated 
lipreading network (ALR)

2. DeepSpeech: End to end trained 
automated speech recognition (ASR)

3. Overall Network Architecture:
a. ASR and ALR intermediate inputs
b. Final Softmax classification with CTC 

loss

● Unable to complete training due to dependency 
challenges

● High WER for DeepSpeech due to lack of training 
on GRID Corpus

● Lipnet achieves lower WER and CER due to 
training and test sets from same distribution; 
larger training set

● Expect significant improvement by multimodal 
network in noisy data, due to improved Signal to 
Distortion Ratio for multi-modal models published in 
previous literature

● Low noise settings benefit less, due to lower impact 
of noise reduction

● Direct concatenation of ALR and ASR intermediate 
outputs may lead to challenges
○ Must normalize inputs and rescale 
○ The two ALR and ASR outputs could be 

desynchronized
● Use of logistic regression on concatenated ALR and 

ASR outputs could allow us to establish a baseline 
accuracyFormulas: 

1. STCNN: Allows 3D convolutions

2. Bi-GRUs: Long term   
memory retention

3. CTC: Accounts for variable input timing
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